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Few automakers seem to revel in confusing drivers quite like General Motors does, and the 2021 Buick Encore GX is fine example of that. For a start it’s one of two different models Buick ...
2021 Buick Encore GX Review: Familiar to the point of frustration
On the list of parts used for the Portuguese Grand Prix there is one name that stands out. Yuki Tsunoda is the only driver who is already on his second complete new engine. The battery has even been ...
Verstappen the only Honda driver without replaced engine parts in Portugal
A brand-new air intake, chassis, exhaust and, most likely, engine indicate HRC rolled out a much-changed RC213V in Jerez ...
What new parts were Honda testing at the Jerez Test?
New Honda. Machines4u and its private sellers and dealers have 16 Honda machines for sale. All new Honda machines incorporate the latest technology to make the design and user exp ...
New Honda
The redesigned HR-V will be U.S.-specific, but what that means exactly is unclear. Whether or not it will resemble the global version or share enough mechanically to allow any of these new Mugen ...
Verboten Vezel: Honda's Global HR-V Replacement Gets Mugen Upgrades
The 1974 Honda CB750-based wonder you’re looking at here is the work of Ricardo Meade’s one-man enterprise, Catrina Motosurf. Within its tubular steel duplex cradle frame, the donor for this project ...
Classic Honda CB750 Sips a Cocktail of Repurposed Parts, Wears All-Terrain Tires
Honda Motor has announced that by 2040, every new car it sells will be either an electric or fuel cell vehicle. In other words, the automaker will halt the production of internal-combustion engines.
Honda exit from gasoline engines highlights dawn of EV era
ROSH HA'AYIN, Israel, April 21, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- (Aquarius Engines AM Ltd) (TASE: AQUA) Board and Audit Committee have approved a strategic agreement with Honda-affiliate Musashi Seimitsu Industry ...
Aquarius Engines Gets Approval For Strategic Agreement With Honda-affiliate Musashi Seimitsu
The new generation Honda HR-V (Vezel in Japan) was given a warm welcome upon its global debut earlier this year. Before it could go on sale in various parts of the globe, Mugen Motorsports has ...
New Gen Honda HR-V Gets Sporty Look With Mugen Accessories
A brand-new air intake, chassis, exhaust and, most likely, engine indicate HRC rolled out a much-changed RC213V in Jerez ...
Were Honda testing a 2022 prototype at the Jerez Test?
Honda sees battery electric and hydrogen fuel-cell models making up 40% of its U.S. sales by 2030 and 80% by 2035.
Honda US EV plans: Solid-state batteries later this decade, all EVs by 2040
Ben Hodgkinson comes to Red Bull from Mercedes, where he has been head of engineering for Mercedes AMG High Performance Powertrains for the past two decades. Red Bull’s engine program is the biggest ...
Red Bull F1 Engine Program Lures Former Engineering Boss from Mercedes
Honda Vietnam has announced it would recall 27,640 ... Vehicle owners are advised to visit authorized dealerships to have their engines checked. Replacements will be made when spare parts become ...
Honda Vietnam to recall cars over fuel pump issue
While it works with GM, Honda has its own electric car platform in the works as it aims to ditch fossil fuels.
Honda wants to kiss the engine goodbye by 2040, plans new EV platform
Honda has registered the name NX200 for its upcoming adventure bike in India. .It will be based on the Hornet-2.0's engine and platform. .Honda NX200 will retail from Honda RedWing dealerships.
Honda Hornet 2.0-based adventure bike likely to be called NX200
Honda Malaysia recalls an additional 77,708 units of Honda vehicles to replace the fuel pump as a precautionary measure.
Honda Malaysia recalls additional 77,708 vehicles over fuel pump replacement
Honda's longest running nameplate starts production in Alliston, OntarioHonda of Canada Mfg. has been building Civic ...
All-New 2022 Honda Civic Sedan Begins Production in Canada
V, which will be available exclusively with a hybrid powertrain in Europe. The all-new Honda HR-V e:HEV is powered by a combination of a 1.5-liter i-VTEC engine and two electric motors, for a combined ...
Honda Details New HR-V Hybrid For Europe Ahead Of Late 2021 Launch
Honda revealed a bigger and better-equipped 2022 Civic compact sedan Wednesday evening, adding new levels of technology and a new company-wide infotainment interface to the 11th generation of one of ...
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